Frauds severely hurt many kinds of Internet businesses. Groupbased fraud detection is a popular methodology to catch fraudsters who unavoidably exhibit synchronized behaviors. We combine both graph-based features (e.g. cluster density) and informationtheoretical features (e.g. probability for the similarity) of fraud groups into two intuitive metrics. Based on these metrics, we build an extensible fraud detection framework, BadLink, to support multimodal datasets with different data types and distributions in a scalable way. Experiments on real production workload, as well as extensive comparison with existing solutions demonstrate the state-of-the-art performance of BadLink, even with sophisticated camouflage traffic.
INTRODUCTION
Fraud is a serious threat to the modern Internet [4, 22] . People conduct fraud for a variety of reasons: from gaining publicity to conducting a credit card scam. For example, on a social network or media sharing website, people want to increase their account value by adding more followers [23] . On e-commerce websites, fraudsters register for many accounts to take advantage of the site's new user promotions.
Fraud detection is an essential topic in both computer security and data mining communities. While there are many kinds of methods to catch frauds on the Internet, we focus on analyzing the user logs (eg. the click stream) to distinguish fraudulent users from legit ones. The logs are multi-modal and may contain two kinds of data, 1) the user profile, such as geographical location, age, phone number and gender, and 2) user actions, such as registration, login, page * Yikun did the project during his visit at Tsinghua University.
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There are basically two types of methods to detect frauds from the logs. The first kind is to model single-user actions and detect abnormal action sequences either with rule-based or machinelearning-based methods [1, 7] . There are two drawbacks of these approaches: 1) we need to wait for multiple actions, and the damage may have occurred at the time of detection, and 2) the fraudsters change behavior to avoid detection, and thus the sequence patterns do not last.
The second and more popular type of detection techniques focuses on detecting group behavior across multiple users [13, 14, 28, 29] . The basic assumption is that normal users act quite differently and fraudsters have unusually synchronized behavior. There are two reasons for this synchronized behavior. First, it takes a full black-market to supply resources like proxy servers, phone numbers, fake accounts and fraud scheme designs. To reduce the cost of these resources, fraudsters multiplex them, and thus many frauds share certain properties like source IP addresses or phone numbers. Secondly, to achieve the "economy of scale", fraudsters often use many (fake) accounts to conduct the same fraud (e.g., paid followers), resulting in synchronized actions among these accounts.
Group-based fraud detection is challenging. First, as fraud schemes change quickly over time, people do not usually have many labeled fraud cases for model training. Plus, fraudsters often perform camouflage actions to hide their similarities. Thus, we can only rely on unsupervised methods. Second, logs are intrinsically multimodal, with different data types for each mode. Many existing methods encode these data types into feature vectors. Given many discrete data types (e.g., IP addresses and phone numbers), the typical one-hot encoding results in very high dimensional and sparse feature vectors, making it hard for unsupervised algorithms. Thus we cannot use regular clustering algorithms to analyze the data.
Third, different modes make different contributions to detecting fraud group, since different fraudster groups exhibit synchronized behavior on different subsets of modes. However, many existing works [14, 26] regard each mode equally or rely on heuristics to manually select and weight them. For example, it is more suspicious that two users use the same IP address than they are from the same city. Forth, different modes exhibit drastically different distributions across the dataset. For example, IP addresses usually have a Poisson distribution [14] while items purchased follow a power-law distribution, further complicating the detection [9] . Last but not least, as false detection significantly affects user experience, it is vital to make the detection results explainable to operators so that they can make informed decisions on a fraud case.
We design and implement BadLink to address these challenges. BadLink is a graph-based fraud group detection framework. BadLink captures the similarities between two users across multiple modes using the information, which captures how unusual they are similar on a particular value (e.g. an IP address). We combine this information property with graph-level properties, such as the subgraph size and its density, to measure the suspiciousness of a user group.
We have deployed BadLink onto a proprietary production system and achieved state-of-the-art accuracy. All algorithms are straightforward to implement on Apache Spark [30] and provide production scalability and reliability. We perform extensive evaluations using a production dataset, an open dataset, as well as two synthetic datasets (as used in existing work) to show BadLink's superior performance and applicability to different types of data.
In summary, our main contributions include: 1) [Metrics] As the core of BadLink, we propose two novel metrics, complicity score and fraud density score, capturing both graph and information-theoretical properties of fraud user groups. Both metrics distinguish fraud groups from normal users significantly better than existing metrics, especially when fraud groups exhibit synchronized behavior on different subsets of modes.
2) [Automatic mode weighting] Our information-theoretical metrics give different modes different weights based on their distributional properties. They capture how likely a group of users synchronize on a particular value. This provides an automatic way to identity those key modes there fraudster multiplex or share resources.
3) [Scalability] Our algorithm runs in near-linear time as number of edges on typical real-world data. We design and implement BadLink as a general and scalable system for fraud detection. All of our algorithms are embarrassingly parallel and run on scalable Spark framework. 4) [Real-world applications] Using four datasets with different scenarios, from social network to user registration, we demonstrate that BadLink is generally applicable, and achieves state-of-the-art performance.
RELATED WORK
In general, there are two kinds of approaches for fraud detection. The first kind is based on mining for individual behavior or profile patterns for fraudulent users. [8, 21] build classifiers to identify fraudulent users with known malicious features, such as time and text, but the supervised approach prevents them from capturing new patterns. [12, 18, 24] find users that have different feature distributions from the majority, and thus are unsupervised. To build such patterns, the methods need large amount of information about a single user, which is not always available, especially in scenarios like our new user registrations.
Other approaches work on detecting similar or clustering patterns over different users. People have adopted two methods to find fraud clusters: feature-vector-based and graph-based. For featurevector based approaches, singular-value decomposition (SVD) and clustering are the most popular algorithms. [15, 23] use the top eigenvectors from SVD to find the abnormal users. These methods often leverage extensive feature engineering. [28] uses syncsimilarity between users' clicks as features, and use a non-parametric clustering algorithm to find similar users.
Many projects focus on detecting unexpectedly dense blocks on social graphs for follower-followee or customer-product connections, using methods from the network science and graph algorithms such as [2, 19] . Average degree [6] and K-cores [25] are popular methods to find such blocks. [31] pioneered the method of dense subgraph based detection for fake accounts, but it only focuses on a single mode: IP addresses. [13] extends the average degree metric of [6] and tries to handle fraud users' camouflage by edge weighting. [29] adds the time dimension to consider temporal clustering behavior. [14, 26] also focus on detecting fraud across multimodes. However, they directly detect dense blocks on the tensor formed by raw logs, ignoring varying distributions and different contributions of modes for fraud detection. In comparison, BadLink captures information across multi-modes, as well as the graph features, which not only significantly improves the performance but also simplifies the algorithm design.
BACKGROUND
We introduce the black market and analyze the economics behind frauds. Furthermore, we infer the reason of clustering behavior of fraudsters.
Frauds and the Black Market
As most frauds are designed for financial gains, it is essential to understand the economics behind frauds. Only when the fraudsters' benefit is bigger than their cost do they want to perform a scam. To maximize profits, fraudsters have to share/multiplex at these different resources (e.g., phone numbers, accounts, and followers) over multiple frauds.
Shared resources and common tasks are more fundamental and much harder for fraudsters to avoid than other behavior features, and thus become the key to fraud detection. Considering the unavoidable resource sharing, fraudulent users exhibit synchronized behavior compared to the legit users. For example, [27] finds many phone number reuse cases, and [3] observes that the IP addresses of many spam proxies and scam hosts fall into a few uniform ranges.
There is another reason for behavior synchronization. Fraudsters use a large number of accounts to complete a few tasks during a short time period, be it following a paying user, or setting up many new accounts. This is because the financial gain for a single task is too small, and only many of them can cover fraudsters' fixed initial cost (e.g., to develop the software to conduct fraud).
Key Observations
Fraudsters exhibit evident clustering behavior because of resource multiplexing and the common tasks. We summarize three critical observations in these clusters that directly lead to BadLink design. 1) Similarity does not make a user suspicious, but unusual similarity does. Two users can be similar in many modes, but the (1) build G by S-score based on raw logs dataset; (2) filter out normal edges; (3) find candidate fraud cluster denoted by connected components; (4) refine cluster quality by maximizing fraud density score similarities on some modes, even certain values, are more suspicious than others. Intuitively, it might be suspicious if two users share an IP address or following the same random "nobody". However, it is not so suspicious if they have a common gender, city, or following the same celebrity. In other words, two users are likely to be fraud complicities not because they are similar, but because the probability that they are identical in a mode, or at a certain value, is quite low. We call the users with such similar behavior "complicities. "
2) A fraud group contains an unusually large number of complicities. Fraudsters have to conduct the same behavior many times to achieve their economy of scale. Thus, we expect to find many pair-wise complicities among fraudsters. Much literature has pointed out that the large cluster size is a crucial indicator of frauds [5, 29] . Intuitively, while it is natural for a few family members to share a phone number, it is highly suspicious when dozens of users share one. In our dataset, we can see the fraud group sizes range from 70 to 667 while it is rare to see a normal group with 20 or more users.
3) A group is suspicious not because it has many edges, but because it contains many similar unusual edges. Fraudsters usually dedicate a number of fraudulent accounts for the same job, and thus it is likely that users within the same fraud group are similar in an unusual but consistent way to each other. In contrast, even if a real legit user is similar to some fraudsters (e.g., on the same IP subnet with a fraud group), he or she is unlikely to be similar on many modes to fraud users. To avoid detection, fraudsters often generate camouflage activities, such as letting each fake user follow some random people to decrease the consistency [13] . A good fraud detection algorithm needs to be camouflage resistant.
METHODS
Like many fraud detection systems, BadLink takes as input a log containing a number of user profiles and their activities. Our goal to differentiate fraud groups from the legit users in an unsupervised way. BadLink focuses only on detecting group frauds.
Problem Formulation
BadLink is a graph-based algorithm. The entire dataset with K modes forms a weighted undirected graph G = (V, E). We model each user (a tensor with K modes) as a node, and we connect two users with an edge if there is some similarity between them, e.g., sharing the same value on a mode. Formally, u i ∈ V denotes a user and u k i denotes the k-th mode of u i . Note that u k i may contain a collection of values, and we use u k i [m] to represent the m-th value in the collection. The collection of a user is useful to capture multiple The number of unique values on k-th mode
The probability that mode k takes value
Complicity Score of u i and
Fraud density score actions, e.g. if a user purchases multiple items, we can use each u k i [m] to represent each single item. Edge e i, j between u i and u j has an edge weight, S i, j , aka. the complicity score we will introduce in Section 4.3. BadLink focuses on finding subgraphs that represent fraud clusters. We denote a single cluster as G = (V, E), where G ⊂ G.
Given the subgraph G, we design its fraud density score F G so that members in groups with higher F G are more likely to be fraudulent. Thus, the goal of BadLink becomes computing a list of fraud clusters ranked by F G , given the graph G.
Note that although the formulation is quite general, the real challenge is to design the two scores S i, j and F G , which we will elaborate in the rest of this section.
Workflow Overview
BadLink is a filtering-based workflow. It works in multiple stages and in each stage we filter out some less suspicious nodes and edges. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the flow. We implement each stage as a separate Spark [30] job. In summary, the stages include:
Initialization and removing edges with low complicity scores. We scan the logs and construct the initial graph. During the construction, we minimize the number of edges we need to consider further. We then compute the edge weights (i.e., complicity scores S i, j ) for each edge, and dynamically determine a threshold to filter out less suspicious edges. In other words, we only consider the very unusual similarities.
Computing and filtering on subgraph fraud scores. We find all connected subgraphs and compute a fraud density score for each. Then we rank the subgraphs based on the score and delete the ones with low scores.
Refining for subgraph quality. After the two steps above, the remaining subgraphs exhibits evidently synchronized behavior and thus are highly suspicious. However, there are still some individual legit users included (e.g., accidentally sharing an IP subnet). We refine the clusters by finding the subset of nodes within each subgraph that maximizes the fraud density score, details in Sec 4.4.
Computing Pairwise Complicity Score
Complicity score. First, we define a metric to capture how unusually similar a user pair is. Consider the probability that mode k takes value x is p k (x). We define a metric I k i, j (x), to capture the unusualness of u i and u j having the same value x on mode k, or in other words, the information of the event that u i and u j both take value x, we define
where= is the customizable equals-to operator that defaults to the natural equals-to function for the data type. We will discuss more about the operator below. Intuitively, if they do not take the same value x, which we expect normal, we get zero information. Otherwise, we get some information. Also, the information we get for two users to share the same value x is related to the overall probability of that value. For example, if two users both follow Donald Trump on Twitter, there is not much surprise, but if they both follow a nobody, they are more suspicious.
Thus, we define the complicity score between u i and u j on mode k by summing up the information over all possible x.
To compute the complicity score across all K modes, following typical information property, we can define
Intuitively, the higher S i, j is, the more similar u i is to u j . In practice, the S-score shows large variance. For example, user pairs sharing IP subnet and device ID get high S-score. In contrast, a normal user is likely to share these values with no one, and thus S i, j is close to zero.
Extending the complicity score. We can extend the complicity score to accommodate different data types and distributions.
First, note that we use= to denote a customizable "equals-to" definition for each mode. For example, people usually define two users sharing the same IP subnet if the first 24 bits of their IP addresses are the same. As another example, for timestamps, people usually treat two timestamps within the ∆ range to be the same.
Second, it is tricky to determine p k (x), as we do not always know the distribution of mode k. In this case, for modes with discrete values (e.g. categorical), we assume a uniform distribution and simply set p k (x) = 1/q k for all x, where q k is the number of unique values of mode k. This approximation works well for many fraudrelated properties such as IP subnets and phone numbers, which usually has a Poisson distribution [14] .
However, the uniform assumption works poorly for low-entropy distributions, such as the long-tail distribution, common in modes like items purchased or users followed. Low entropy means many users behave similarly anyways, independent of frauds. Intuitively for such distributions, there is no surprise to follow a celebrity (head of the distribution), but much information if they both follow someone at the tail. For example, 20% of users get more than 80% of the follows in the online social network. The dense subgraphs between the celebrities and their fans are very unlikely fraudulent. If mode k has a long tail distribution, its entropy is very low. For example, the entropy of uniform distribution over 50 values is 3.91, but the entropy of a long-tail distribution with 90% probabilities centered in one value is only 0.71. We compute the empirical distribution (i.e., histogram), and use it to calculate p k (x), when we find the values in a mode has low entropy. We also provide an interface so that users can define their own p k (x) function.
Optimization on computing the complicity score. In theory, in a graph with |V| nodes, there are O(|V| 2 ) edges, and thus naively it takes O(K |V| 2 ) time for graph initialization and traversal. However, as not many users are similar to each other, the graph is quite sparse. We use the key-value approach. The key corresponds to a value x on the k-th mode and the value denotes the set of users having x as N(x). Since any user shares x with other users in N(x), we increase the value of I k i, j (x) where ∀(u i , u j ) ∈ N(x). Thus we parallel to compute all key-value pairs across K modes by traversing the overall event records in the dataset. It takes O(C + |E|) to build the graph G. We apply S-score on several real-world datasets in Table 3 and the edge densities of G are all lower than 0.0028, which indicates the G is quite sparse.
Furthermore, we can delete the values with high in-degree and all events caused by them in some cases before the graph initialization, since they are useless to fraud detection. For example, in the bipartite graph of followees and followers, a node of high in-degree may be a famous celebrity or politician, so we delete the node and all its edges. The same applies to popular products on Amazon. This filtering significantly reduce the computation cost of building G.
Determining the threshold to remove normal edges. We iterate through all edges in the graph, and compute their S-score. We remove the edge if S i, j < θ . We determine θ with
and
where w is the total number of pair of u i and u j in which I k i, j > 0. In event records, fraud groups we assumed have synchronized behavior on one mode at least, which indicates they obtain information on the mode, whereas normal users do not. Thus, we determine θ as the product of two terms: the average number of events per user, C |V | , and the average information per user on a mode,
If the degree of a node goes to zero, we remove the node too. Note that tuning the value of θ may lead to further improvement of performance in different types of dataset.
Finding candidate fraud clusters. As we have filtered out many edges, it is likely that graph G is partitioned into multiple connected components. Instead of using clustering algorithms like [28] , we use these connected subgraphs as candidates for fraud groups. It is a reasonable choice not only because the connected property indicates similarity, but also because it is efficient to compute using algorithms like [17] .
We only keep large-enough connected components and treat all small ones as normal, according to observation (2) discussed above. We determine a magnitude threshold
where ψ is the sum of the average number of users having similar value over all K modes. Thus we understand ψ as the average size of components. We select all the components with size bigger than ψ as candidate fraud groups.
Computing the fraud density scores. We compute the fraud density score of a candidate subgraph G by dividing the sum of its edge weights by its number of nodes:
The F G score captures three metrics of the cluster G: edge weight S, cluster size |V | and edge density ρ = | E | | V | 2 . The first encodes the information-theoretical similarities and the latter two encode graph-based clustering features.
Specifically, the fraud density score satisfies the following three conditions (corresponding to the "Axioms" in [14] ), if for each case, we keep all other parameters the same: 1) Complicity: edges with higher weights result in a higher F G ; 2) Size: a larger cluster has a higher F G ; and 3) Consistency : the denser the cluster is (dense as in having higher total S-score) , the higher F G is. Appendix A shows the formal analysis.
In contrast, naive metrics with either one side of graph-features or information do not meet all three conditions above. For example, the edge density ρ(G) is not a good metric because it does not satisfy condition 1). The numerator of Eq. 6, ∀u i ,u j ∈V S i, j that emphasis on the information only, does not satisfy condition 3).
Improving Group Quality
Depending on the data distribution and the definition of mode equality operator=, it is possible that some legit users have some edges with non-negligible S , connecting to one or more fraud users incidentally, as we have discussed in Section 3.2
Based on observation (3), we can eliminate false positives by increasing the consistency across all members of the group. As fraud users share common resources and tasks, they are more similar to each other than an incidentally included legit user.
For group G, increasing F G implies increasing group size and consistency across all nodes. Thus, our problem reduces to finding the subgraphĜ of G that maximizes the FĜ.
It is a typical densest subgraph problem that can be solved using flow network [10] . However, it is difficult to scale to a dataset with millions of nodes. Therefore, we propose a greedy algorithm that runs in near-linear time, similar to the ideas in [6, 13] . Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm.
Intuitively, removing a node u i (and all associated edges) decreases the numerator of Eq. 6 (that we denote as t) byt u = Algorithm 1 Algorithm to find a subgraph that maximizes F G Require: subgraph G = (V, E); metric F 1: Set X 0 = ∅, n = |V | 2: for t = 1 . . . n do u * = arg max ∀u ∈V −X t −1 F G−X t −1 −u updated allt u of neighbors of u * X t ← X t −1 + u * 3: return arg max X t ∈ X 0 , ...,X n F G−X t
Fraud Group
Complicity Score Figure 2 : a subgraph in G formed by sampled 50 normal users (1-50) and fraud users (51-100) from a single group in our real-world dataset: (1) S-score captures the usually similarity of fraud users well; (2) The fraud group forms a region that is quite dense and dark in the Heatmap.
∀ u i ∈V S u,u i . It also decreases the denominator |V | by 1. At each iteration, we remove the node u * with the leastt * u value, and thus greedily maximize the gain on F G . We repeat the process until all nodes are removed. At the end of the algorithm, it returns a set of remained nodes when F G is maximal. The greedy algorithm is a 2-approximation algorithm [6] . Note that we can run this algorithm repeatedly through deleting the subgraph induced by previous detected dense group in G.
Analysis
Complexity. In graph initialization, it takes O(C + |E|) to build G based on the optimization in Sec 4.3. The cost for finding connected components in G is O(|E|), and for each group, it takes O(|E |) to compute the fraud density score. To improve the quality of the fraud group using Algorithm 1, it takes O(|E | log |V |) time per fraud group, as it is likely that |E | << |E|, |V | << |V|, and thus the cost is small. In summary, the overall complexity of BadLink is near-linear to the number of edges in the graph. Even more importantly, we only use algorithms that are"embarrassingly parallel". Thus we can easily implement them on frameworks such as Apache Spark [30] . The information between user pairs. We use total information across all modes and all values to serve as the complicity score for a user pair. The information is a good metric on capturing unusual similarities. We have the following observations. First, we randomly sample 50 normal users and 50 fraud users from a single group, using our real datasets with ground truth labels, and plot their pair-wise complicity score as a heatmap in Fig. 2 . Users 1-50 in the figure are normal and users 51-100 are from the fraud group. We can observe that the complicity scores between both normal-normal and normal-fraud user pairs are very low, if not zero. In contrast, the scores for fraud-fraud pairs are much higher, confirming our intuition that fraud users are more similar to each other. Second, given the definition, the score is a non-negative number. Thus, each mode only makes a non-negative contribution to the overall fraud score, i.e., introducing a new mode does not erase the contribution of other modes, which maybe useful for camouflage tolerance. Third, to combine different scores, we can do so by just adding up the information, making it computationally easy.
Resistance to camouflage. It is typical for a fraud user to try to behave normally. Consider that a fraud user u f follows some celebrities or some random users as camouflage, in addition to the target users that u f is paid to follow. As we will show in Section 5.3, existing algorithms perform poorly under camouflage. BadLink is camouflage-resistant. First, camouflage activities do not decrease u f 's own S-score (in fact, the S-score never decreases). Second, it may increase the targets' S-score, but the amount of increase is the same as the increase to u f 's own score. Thus, u f is still more suspicious.
System Implementation
BadLink is a practical and general framework. We want to adapt the framework to multiple datasets and applications with minimal effort. The following implementation-level optimizations help us achieve this goal.
Accommodating different input data types and distributions.
We only require the input data to contain a key indicating which user each record is associated with. Otherwise, we can take any input format that Apache Spark takes. Upon taking in a new dataset, the system automatically scans the data once and initializes the graph. During the process, it also computes the entropy on each mode, and remind the users if there are modes with very low entropy. BadLink also provides the user with two customizable interfaces, one for defining the custom= operator, and the other for defining custom probability distributions p k (x).
Scalable implementation on Spark. We store the graph as an adjacency list in Spark sequence files using user ID as the key. We implement all algorithms as standard Spark jobs. The algorithms we use are embarrassingly parallel, and thus the implementation of the Spark jobs is straightforward. We store both the dataset and results in memory in Spark's resilient distributed dataset (RDD) if they fit. Otherwise, we use Hadoop File System (HDFS) to store them. We store the final results in HDFS, and visualize them in a web interface. Users can tune parameters (such as adding/removing a mode or changing its distribution definition), and the backend Spark automatically recomputes and updates the results. The visualization system is out of the scope of the paper though.
EVALUATION 5.1 Datasets and evaluation methodology
We use four datasets to evaluate BadLink performance. The first two are real-world datasets. As the gold labels are costly to obtain, even in our production environment, we follow the evaluation methodology of [13, 14] and introduce two synthetic datasets.
[Registration] is from our production system. It contains over 26,075 log records of a single user activity type: new account registration. It contains many features such as IP address, phone number, timestamp and the time spent to complete the registration form. For evaluation purposes only, we obtain "gold labels" by observing these users for a few months, and label those who have conducted frauds during this period as positive, while all others as negative. The dataset contains 16154 good users and 9921 bad users. Note that we can only use these labels for evaluation but not training, as our goal is to make the detection when the registration event happens, rather than a few months later.
[Twitter] is an open dataset that dates back to 2010 [11] . We sample about 40 million events from the dataset. It is not designed for fraud detection and there are no gold labels about frauds.
[Reviews] is a real dataset containing 1835 users, 2928 products and nearly 20,000 product reviews from Amazon [16] . All the users and reviews are legit. We then inject fraud users and reviews into the dataset by the same method as [13] , and we use the modified datasets for evaluation. We inject 200 fraud users, each making fake reviews on 5, 10, 15 or 20 products (obviously, the fewer reviews, the more difficult to detect). Also, we reproduce the four types of camouflage: 1) no camouflage; 2) random camouflage by reviewing random products; 3) biased camouflage by reviewing random products with probability proportional to original review numbers, and 4) hijacked camouflage by hijacking normal users' account into a fraud account (i.e. contains all normal user activities but adding the fraudulent reviews.). Considering the combination of the number of fake reviews per fraud user, and the camouflage patterns, we have 16 versions of the datasets for evaluation.
[CrossSpot] is a dataset we synthesis using the same method as [14] . First, we generate six 6-mode datasets by Erdös-Rényi-Poisson model [14] with 1, 000 legit users and 10, 000 events each. Values of all modes are uniformly randomly distributed over 500 unique values. We generate five fraud groups of 50 users and 200 fraud events (with values concentrated on three values each). We inject these fraud groups in different ways to the six datasets so that dataset 1 contains fraud groups with synchronized behavior on only one mode (a different one for each set), and dataset 2 contains fraud groups with synchronized behavior on two of the modes, and so on. Obviously, the fewer similar modes there are, the harder the detection is.
Evaluation metrics. For datasets with gold labels, including the synthetic datasets, we evaluate them with standard metrics such as precision, recall and the F1 score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall). For the [Twitter] dataset, we only report qualitative findings due to the lack of ground truth labels.
Existing algorithms in comparison. We compare with the following three state-of-the-art fraud detection algorithms.
CrossSpot [14] proposes a suspiciousness metric that its algorithm maximizes to find a dense block in multi-mode tensor. Fraudar [13] proposes a reweighting method of the 2-mode graph to handle camouflage and also maximizes a weighted average degree. To compare with these approaches, we do our best to reproduce their results, including the dataset in their evaluation. Note that as the dataset used in Fraudar is no longer available, we use the [Reviews] with same fraud injection instead.
All four algorithms have configuration parameters to tune, and we try different values. For CrossSpot, we try random initialization seeds of 400, 500, and 600. We find little difference with these configurations though. Fraudar only reports the single most suspicious group on each run. M-zoom gives the ranking of suspiciousness of fraud group. To make it work on multiple groups, we iteratively delete edges in the largest group and run Fraudar and M-zoom again. We run it for 8, 10, 12 times, and report the best results.
Not all three algorithms support all the datasets. For example, Fraudar only support 2-mode datasets. Our approach, in contrast, works on all these datasets. Thus we only provide comparison where applicable.
Real-world dataset performance
Performance on [Registration] dataset. Using the gold labels in the [Registration] dataset, we compare BadLink with CrossSpot and M-zoom. For examining influence of noisy modes to these methods, We design two experiments. In the first experiment, we use two key modes from the dataset, IP subnet and 7-digit prefix of phone. In the second experiment, we add three noisy modes sequentially with no evident synchronized behavior, timestamp, city of phone, and city of IP. Fig. 3 (a) summarizes the precision and recall we get in each method in the first experiment with 2 modes. Our key observations include: (1) BadLink achieves the overall best accuracy and precision. In fact, BadLink achieves the best-F1 of 0.9823 while M-zoom's is about 0.8586. (2) CrossSpot performs poorly on the dataset, mainly because it classifies good users into bad groups when bad groups form sparse blocks compared to normal groups in the tensor formed by raw logs.
To understand the reason for the differences, we manually inspect the detection results. For example, BadLink detects a large cluster containing 667 users whose phone prefixes are the same. As another example, we also find a 51-member group sharing a single IP subnet and 16 unique phones. In addition to the gold labels, we are convinced that they are real frauds because we notice that it takes longer than 30 minutes to complete the registration form, Figure 4 : Comparison results on [Reviews] dataset with fraud injection. much longer than the average time of 9 minutes for normal users. Consulting the operators, we understand that it is because they are waiting for the fake cell phone short message (SMS) verification from a black market service provider.
We inspect M-zoom's results and find a group with 75 good users and 125 bad users. This is because many good users are from the same city as fraud users. These false positives indicate the drawback of graph-feature-only approach: it does not consider the probability differences for sharing a city vs IP address. The situation of CrossSpot is very similar with M-zoom. Fig. 3 (b) shows varying of F1-score of these approaches as the number of modes increase. (1) BadLink achieves the similar perfect accuracy and precision regardless of modes, because it minimizes the effect of noise modes leveraging the information and filtering. (2) M-zoom's F1-score swing evidently, since treating each mode equally leads to negative impact of noisy modes. CrossSpot still has poor performance despite the increasing of modes.
Performance on [Twitter] dataset. BadLink reports 157 fraud groups with 213, 627 frauds in the dataset. Lacking scalable implementations, the other three techniques fail to produce any results on this dataset with 40 million records after running for one day.
Without gold labels, we manually inspect the detection results. One group contains 3, 246 users following a common set of 5, 596 users. None of these followees has over 1, 500 followers except for the 3, 246 followers from the group, and many of them only have a couple of hundred other followers. This is a very suspicious behavior of paid "zombie fans", common in the black market.
Synthetic data comparison
Comparing to CrossSpot and Fraudar on [Reviews]. Using the four different numbers of reviews per fraud user and the four camouflage patterns, we compare BadLink performance with Fraudar and CrossSpot. Fig. 4 shows the F1-score comparison.
First, it is challenging for all methods when each fraud user only makes five reviews. BadLink does significantly better than the other two. Taking biased camouflage case as an example, BadLink achieves a recall of 0.93 but with a significant number of false positives (with precision at only 0.74). However, it is still much better than the other two whose precisions are less than 0.10. This is because the S-score helps tell apart the injected fake reviews (as several fraud users reviewed a single one), while neither CrossSpot nor Fraudar captures this similarity.
Second, with 15 reviews per fraud user, BadLink achieves the best F1-score under all camouflage cases. For the random camouflage case, BadLink can catch all frauds with a single false positive. In comparison, Fraudar achieves a precision of 0.82. This is because the graph-only feature, edge density ρ, is very sensitive to the randomly inserted camouflage edges, while our S-score considers the probability of each product actually getting a review, in addition to the edge density and thus is much more reliable.
Third, BadLink is resilient to different camouflage patterns. In contrast, Fraudar works on the edge density of nodes. When the number of camouflage makes the density of fraud users similar to that of the legit users, Fraudar fails to work. Our S-score is different from the edge density by considering the information (i.e. surprises) on the edges.
Fourth, CrossSpot performs consistently poorly because it tries to find a relatively dense block (subgraph) on a single mode, but camouflage destroys the dense block pattern.
Comparing to CrossSpot on [CrossSpot] dataset. The six versions of the [CrossSpot] datasets differ by how many modes fraud users has synchronized behavior on. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between BadLink and CrossSpot in precision and recall.
CrossSpot works poorly if there are less than four modes with significant similarities, while BadLink works well on all numbers of modes, which demonstrates the robustness of BadLink for mode selection. This is because when CrossSpot evaluates the edge density by treating each mode equally. In contrast, we combine the information across all modes into a coherent S-score.
Impact of each optimization.
Allowing custom distribution function p k (x). An important feature of BadLink is to automatically detect modes with lowentropy distributions, and allow using custom p k (x). The products in the [Reviews] dataset have such a long-tail distribution. In fact, Figure 8 : BadLink runs in near-linear time as increasing of the number of edges(blue curve), compared to a linear function(black curve). more than 60% of the products have less than ten reviews while the most popular product has nearly 170 reviews. To show the effects, we inject 20 fraud users with reviews concentrated on 10 of the less-reviewed products and use both uniform distributions and empirical distribution to model p k (x). Table 2 shows that using the empirical distribution significantly improves the results for the reason we have discussed in Section 4.3.
Number of edges Time taken(s)
Refining for subgraph consistency. Another essential step is the refinement of group consistency. We evaluate its performance impact by comparing the workflows with and without the optimization using the [CrossSpot] datasets. Fig. 6 plots the precision and recall. We observe that the refinement step reduces recall a little, as we do remove some less suspicious nodes from the group. However, it improves the precision much more significantly by effectively eliminating nodes that are "not so similar" to the rest of the group. In many applications, false positives significantly impact user experience, and thus the refinement is a worthwhile addition.
Automatic threshold parameter choices. Two threshold parameters in BadLink affect performance. Fig. 7 illustrates these two parameter settings vs. the final precision and recall. Threshold θ , controlling the minimal S-score we consider suspicious, provides a trade-off between recall and precision. A larger θ allows more precision but less recall. We automatically set these parameters and the choice is marked in Fig.7 . The parameter choice balances precision and recall, and in fact we can achieve an F1-score of 0.86. Scalability. We implement BadLink on several real-world datasets ( details in Table 3 ). The edge densities of G are quite low across all datasets, which indicates that both time and space complexities are near-linear to the number of nodes in the graph. Fig 8 confirms the near-linear scaling of running time of BadLink using Amazon-Food dataset. Varying the number of edges is achieved by subsampling rating actions in the dataset.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Group-based fraud detection is a promising methodology to catch frauds on the Internet because 1) it does not require a long activity history for a single user; and 2) it is difficult for fraudsters to avoid due to their economic constraints. Unfortunately, existing work does not cover the entire picture of a fraud group: they either focus on the grouping feature based on graph features like edge density, or probability-based features, but not both. To our knowledge, we are the first to combine these features into a single set of metrics: the complicity score and fraud density score. Both scores allow customization to accommodate different data types and data distributions. Even better, algorithms built around these metrics only use localized graph features, and thus scale easily on modern big data frameworks. We have applied BadLink to a real production dataset and achieve state-of-the-art results comparing to other existing approaches.
As future work, in addition to applying BadLink to more production scenarios, we will explore ways to incorporate rules from domain experts into the system, further improving accuracy. We will also explore better methods than the empirical distribution to capture the low-entropy distributions.
